ABSTRACT The representation-based learning methods, such as sparse representation-based classification and low-rank representation, show effective and robust for image clustering and classification. However, these methods essentially belong to the transductive methods and they cannot deal with the new samples. Meanwhile, the original high-dimensional data contains a large amount of redundant information. If the original data are directly performed, it will not only degrade the performance of the algorithm but also lead to a sharp increase in the amount of computation. Therefore, a novel robust sparse low-rank preserving projection (SLRPP) is presented for dimensionality reduction, in which both the essential similarity structure of the observed data and the optimal feature representation are simultaneously obtained. By alternatively iterating the augmented Lagrangian multiplier method and the eigendecomposition, the framework of the SLRPP can be solved. The experimental results on six image databases proved that our SLRPP algorithm can achieve a competitive performance compared with the state-of-the-art subspace learning methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In practical applications, the observed sample data often lies in a high-dimensional space, which not only increases the amount of computation and storage space, but also leads to the ''curse of dimensionality'' [1] , [2] . Therefore, how to handle high-dimensional sample data has become a key problem in the research field of machine learning and image recognition [3] , [4] . It is of great practical importance to obtain an effective low-dimensional subspace to represent original high-dimensional data. Dimensionality reduction is a direct yet effective way to obtain the compact lowdimensional representation of the observed data. The objective of dimensionality reduction is to find a low-dimensional subspace containing most of the intrinsic information while preserving discriminative capacity [5] - [9] .
Dimensionality reduction method has been gained much attention over years, and many effective algorithms have been presented from different perspectives [10] - [13] . Among them, linear dimensionality reduction methods are one of the most common types of dimensionality reduction, which tries to seek a meaningful low-dimensional subspace under some criteria with a linear transformation. Principle component analysis (PCA) [14] , [15] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [16] , [17] are two the most typical linear dimensionality reduction methods. However, because of the linear assumption, the linear dimensionality reduction methods cannot work well on the nonlinear data. By means of kernel strategy, the linear dimensionality reduction methods can be easily extended to handle the nonlinear data well. For example, the kernel PCA [18] , [19] and the kernel LDA [20] , [21] are classical nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods Graph-based learning methods can effectively capture local manifold structure information of the observed data. Compared with the global structure, the local structural information is more useful for classification task. Therefore, graph-based methods can obtain good performance. Isometric mapping (ISOMAP) [22] , local linear embedding (LLE) [23] , and Laplacian eigenmap (LE) [24] are classical graph-based learning methods. To obtain a mapping function, locality preserving projection (LPP) [25] is presented by extending Laplacian eigenmap (LE). Neighborhood preserving projection (NPP) [26] , which is based on the local neighborhood reconstructive relationship, is the linear extension of local linear embedding (LLE). By minimizing the objective function based L1 regularization, a sparsity preserving projections (SPP) algorithm [27] is proposed to capture the sparse reconstruction information of the observed samples. Zhang et al. [28] proposed a graph regularized discriminant sparse flexible manifold embedding framework, in which prior label information of the observed data are used to improve the learning performance. In order to remove the negative effect caused by the corruption and occlusion, Wong et al. [29] proposed a low-rank embedding (LRE) algorithm for feature extraction, in which a robust linear dimensionality reduction is presented to discover the potential local relationship of the observed data. Zhuge et al. [30] proposed an unsupervised single view feature extraction by using structured graph (FESG), where both the structured graph and a transformation matrix are simultaneously learned for dimensionality reduction. Fang et al. [31] presented a unified learning framework for obtaining the intrinsic structure of the observed data and the feature representation.
Due to the existence of occlusion, illumination, and noise in the original images, it usually greatly degrades the performance of the algorithms. Low-rank representation (LRR) [32] , [33] can decompose the observed samples into two parts. One is the clean part, and the other is the noising part. By discarding the noise part, LRR can greatly eliminate the effect of noise, illumination, and occlusion. In order to capture the local structure information, Lu et al. [34] proposed a graph regularized low-rank representation algorithm. Considering that the sparsity can find the local structure information of data, and low-rank model can help obtain the global structure information, Ma et al. [35] presented a low-rank sparse representation algorithm. By using the discriminative information of the observed data, Liu et al. [36] presented a novel structured low-rank representation algorithm. Liu et al. [36] proposed an enhanced low-rank representation (ELRR), where the manifold structure is introduced to act as a regularized term. LRR assumes that the subspaces are independent. In practical cases, this assumption is not true. In order to tackle the problem, a structure constrained low-rank representation algorithm is presented for disjoint subspace clustering [37] . Xie et al. [38] presented a low-rank sparse preserving projections (LSPP), in which the intrinsic geometric structure can be preserved, and the robust representation is simultaneously learned. Zhang et al. [39] presented a discriminative block-diagonal low-rank representation model, in which the block-diagonal representations for all the data are considered.
However, the existing low-rank representation based methods mainly focus on learning a low-rank representation of the observed data in a vector space of the original data. Because there is no any mapping function, these methods cannot deal with any new samples. Furthermore, the computational cost of low-rank representation is relatively expensive, especially when the dimension of the features of the observed data is high [40] . If dimensionality reduction is performed on the original observed data before applying low-rank based methods, this problem can be well solved. Third, LRR can well preserve the global structure information of the observed samples, and it is capable of obtaining a good representation of the observed samples. It is well-known that good data representation does not mean good classification performance. It had better that dimensionality reduction (mapping function) and the most suitable low-rank discriminate representation are simultaneously obtained. However, both of them are not known in advance. To address the above problem, in this paper we present a novel sparse low-rank preserving projection (SLRPP) algorithm. The similarity discriminate information of the observed samples is encoded by low-rank representation of the projected samples, and the projected samples are simultaneously required to keep the global similarity via the sparse low-rank regularization term. By using the iterative learning, the sparse low-rank representation and the mapping function can be mutually improved. Fig. 1 shows the overview of the proposed SLRPP method. FIGURE 1. The overview of the proposed SLRPP. In the proposed SLRPP, P is used to project the training samples into a low-dimensional subspace, and Z is a sparse low-rank representation coefficients. P and Z are mutually improved.
The main contributions of our work are described as follows.
(1) A novel robust sparse low-rank preserving projection (SLRPP) algorithm is developed for dimensionality reduction, where low-rank presentation, sparse representation, manifold learning, and dimensionality reduction are seamlessly integrated into a unified framework.
(2) The projection matrix P and the sparse lowrepresentation coefficient matrix Z are relied on each other. At the learning stage, they are mutually improved (3) An iterative scheme is presented to solve the optimization regression problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the related works. Section 3 presents the proposed SLRPP method. Extensive experiments are presented in section 4 for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed SLRPP method. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. THE RELATED WORKS
In this subsection, since our work is mainly based on Lowrank representation, we briefly introduce its idea. Let the matrix X = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] ∈ R m×n be the collection of n training samples from c different classes, x i be a column vector representing the ith training sample from X . m is the feature dimension. The feature dimensionality m is usually very high, which will not only lead to low computation efficiency, but also degrade the performance because of too much redundant information. The goal of dimensionality reduction methods is to obtain an optimal mapping function
Low-rank representation (LRR) method [33] is a subspace clustering method, and it is used to keep the subspace structures from the observed data. LRR aims to capture the lowest-rank representation of the observed data over a given dictionary. The problem based on rank minimization can be expressed as
where A is a ''dictionary'' consisting of a number of basis vectors, and it can construct a linear subspace to represent the observed data. When an optimal solution Z * in Eq. (1) is obtained, the original observed data can be recovered by using AZ * . However, the solution to the optimization problem (1) is NP-hard, and we cannot obtain the solution. In order to achieve the solution to Equation (1), the optimization problem (1) is relaxed by replacing the rank function with the nuclear norm. The above Equation (1) can be rewritten as the following convex optimization problem.
where Z * denotes the nuclear norm. In practical applications, the observed data is usually corrupted, and it may contain noise and outliers. Equation (2) is further rewritten as
where λ is a non-negative constant. E l is certain norm, such as L 2,1 and L 1 norm. According to [33] , the L 2,1 norm is used for E in the paper, namely, E 2,1 . For simplicity, the observed data X itself can be chosen to be act as the dictionary in Equation (3) . The solution to the optimization problem (3) can be obtained by using the augmented Lagrange multipliers (ALM) method [41] . Though LRR can achieve better robust performance for clustering problem, it cannot be used to get the projection matrix for dimensionality reduction.
III. SPARSE LOW-RANK PRESERVING PROJECTION (SLRPP) A. THE MOTIVATION OF SLRPP
The low-rank representation (LRR) supposes that the observed samples can be approximately represented by a subspace or a union of multiple subspaces [37] . We know that the original data samples usually are corrupted by noise. That is to say, the observed data samples often contain outliers and noise [33] . And even so, LRR can effectively remove noise and outliers, and cluster the observed data into their corresponding subspace, which illustrates the robustness of LRR in subspace clustering. However, LRR cannot preserve the local manifold structure relationship of the observed samples.
In addition, because of lacking the mapping function, LRR cannot directly be used to extract feature for dimensionality reduction.
B. THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION OF SLRPP
In order to utilize the advantages of LRR and alleviate its shortcomings, a sparse low-rank preserving projection (SLRPP) method is presented in this subsection. In the proposed method, LRR, sparsity, manifold learning, and lowdimensional subspace learning are jointly integrated together for more robust feature extraction. Firstly, LRR can obtain the global structure information of the observed samples. Secondly, manifold learning and sparsity can keep the local geometry structure relationship of the observed samples. Meanwhile, the local information captured by sparsity is effective for classification. Thirdly, low-dimensional subspace can learn a mapping function P for dimensionality reduction. The objective function of SLRPP is formulated as follows.
[
where the second term in Equation (4) is L 1 norm of Z . In the sparse presentation based classification (SRC) [42] , the sparse constraint is imposed on the representation vector to make it more discriminative. However, the subspace structures of the observed data samples are not considered in SRC. Thus we integrate sparse constraints into LRR to obtain more discriminative low-rank representation. The fourth term is called PCA-like regularization term, which can make the mapping function P to hold the main energy of the original samples. It has the advantage of automatically obtaining the dimension of the projection subspace. The last term is the local manifold preserving regularization term, the goal of which is to make the projected samples in low-dimensional space to preserve the local manifold structure of the original samples in high-dimensional subspace when performing the procedure of dimensionality reduction. The parameters γ , α, and β all are positive constants. The rest term and parameters have the same meaning defined in Equation (3).
C. THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
There are multiple variables including Z , E, and P in Equation (4), and the optimal solutions of Equation (4) can not be solved directly. To obtain the solutions, an iterative update algorithm is presented to solve the optimization problem (4). The main idea of the iterative method is as follows. When the variable Z is updated, the variable P and E are fixed. Similarly, when the variable P is updated, the variable Z and E are fixed.
1) FIX P UPDATE Z and E
When P is fixed, the optimization problem (4) equals to the following problem.
where Tr(·) is a trace of matrix. An auxiliary variable M is introduced, and the Equation (5) can be rewritten as
The optimization problem (6) can be solved by the Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) [42] , [43] . The corresponding augmented Lagrangian function of Equation (6) are written as
where Y 1 and Y 2 are Lagrangian multipliers, the parameter µ is a positive constant, and · F is the Frobenious norm of a matrix. The above optimization problem is unconstrained. By respectively fixing any the other two variables in Equation (7), the function L is minimized to alternately update the variables Z, M, and E. Thus the optimal solutions of Equation (7) will be obtained. The updating rules of each variable are listed as follows.
2) FIX Z AND E UPDATE P When Z and E are fixed, the optimization problem (4) can be converted to an equivalent problem as follows.
where L = D − W is graph Laplacian, and D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements D ii = j W ij . Considering the constraint P T X = P T XZ + E, the optimization problem (11) is rewritten as follows.
Equation (12) can be further converted into
Let J = (X − XZ )(X − XZ ) T , we can rewritten Equation (13) as
By solving the minimum eigenvalue problem, we can easily get the solution of Equation (14) as follows.
The solution of Equation (15) is denoted by P = [p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p d ], in which the vector p i corresponds to the eigenvector of the first i smallest eigenvalues.
Therefore, the solutions to Equation (4) can be obtained by iteratively updating Z and P. The major steps of our SLRPP algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 SLRPP
Input: Training data X , a similarity weight matrix W constructed by k nearest neighbor graph, the number of iterations maxiter, and the parameters γ , λ , α and β. Initialize: Projection matrix P as the matrix with orthogonal column vectors,
while iter ≤ max iter do Step 1. According to Equation (8) to update the Z .
Step 2. According to Equation (9) to update the M .
Step 3. According to Equation (10) to update the E.
Step 4. According to Equation (15) to update the P. End while Output: Projection matrix P and sparse low-rank representation coefficient matrix Z .
D. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Fundamentally, the proposed SLRPP algorithm is an iterative method. The proof of its convergence is provided as follows.
The objective function of our algorithm can be denoted by
Theorem 1: The proposed iterative scheme in algorithm 1 monotonically decreases the objective function value of J (P, Z ) in Equation (16) 
in each iteration.
Proof: the function J (P, Z ) in the t-th iteration can be written as
When the P t is given, we can use ALM algorithm to solve the optimization problem (4). It has been proved that the objective function value can be reduced by AML algorithm by solving the equivalent optimization problem (5) [33] . Therefore, we can obtain the following inequality
When Z t+1 is given, the optimization problem (4) can be rewritten as
By solving a standard eigenvalue problem, P t+1 can be gotten for reducing the objective function value. Therefore, we can obtain another inequality as follows.
According to inequality (18) and (20), we can obtain
It can be known from inequality (21) that the proposed algorithm 1 converges.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this subsection, the performance of our SLRPP algorithm is validated on six image databases, i.e., AR face image database [44] , Georgia Tech image database, CMU PIE face database [45] , Yale face database, Coil image database, and USPS digital image database. To evaluate the effectiveness of our SLRPP algorithm, some popular feature extraction algorithms including PCA, LPP [25] , LSDA [46] , DP-SR [47] , DP-LRSR [48] , and LSPP [49] are compared with our SLRPP algorithm. After these methods extract the features of the observed data, the nearest neighbor classifier is used to perform classification tasks. For a fair comparison, each algorithm is independently run 5 times on the test databases. In addition, the optimal value for each parameter is selected in the experiments.
A. DATABASE DESCRIPTION
The AR database contains more than 4000 color images from 126 subjects. Each object contains 26 frontal views, and all the images are captured under various lighting conditions, expressions, and occlusions. The images from 120 subjects are captured in two sessions, and there are 26 color face images in each session. All the images were resized to the size of 50 × 40 pixels. In addition, all images are translated into grayscale images.
Georgia Tech image database includes the images from 50 subjects obtained in two or three sessions, which were taken at Georgia Institute of Technology. Each person has 15 color JPEG images, and the size of each image is 640×480 pixels. All images may be frontal or tilted with different illuminations, scales, and expressions. In our experiment, all color images are firstly converted to grayscale images. Each image is cropped to the size of 30 × 25 pixels.
The CMU PIE database has 41368 images from 68 persons. All images were obtained under various expressions, illuminations, and poses. By fixing the expression and pose, the 21 face images under various illuminations for each object are selected in this paper. All images were resized to the size of 32 × 32 pixels.
The Yale image database includes 165 face images from 15 individuals, and each object has 11 face images under various illuminations and different facial expressions. Each image is manually cropped to the size of 50 × 40 pixels in our experiments.
The COIL20 database has 20 different objects, and each object includes 72 images, which are obtained from different angles at an interval of five degrees. Each image is cropped to be size of 32 × 32 pixels.
The USPS image database about handwriting digital has 10 different objects from ''0'' to ''9''. There are 1100 images for each class. A subset from USPS database is selected in our experiment, and each image is resized to 16 × 16. In the selected subset, there are totally 1000 sample images, and each class has 100 images. Fig. 2 shows some example images from the above databases.
B. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
In the experiments, our SLRPP algorithm and the compared algorithms are performed on six public image databases. In our SLRPP algorithm, we select ''Supervised'' neighbor mode and ''HeatKernel'' kernel function to construct the similar weight matrix W . Some of these algorithms need several parameters. The optimal value for each parameter may be different from different image databases. The detailed description of experiment settings on each database is given as follows.
In AR face image database, the 14 not-occluded images per object from the two sessions are selected for experiments. Any seven face images from each subject are randomly chosen for acting as training samples, and the rest images are used as the testing samples. The parameters γ , λ, α, and β are set to be 7, 0.1, 1, and 0.01 for SLRPP, respectively. The parameters λ 1 and λ 2 in DP-SR are 0.05 and 0.9, respectively. The parameters ξ and λ are 1 and 0.5 for LRR-DP, respectively. The parameters k, γ I and γ E are 8, 5 × 10 −4 and 10 −4 for LSPP, respectively.
In the experiment on Georgia Tech face image database, any 7 images per subject are used as the training samples, and the remaining images per subject are used as the test samples. The parameters γ , λ, α, and β are respectively set to 1, 0.01, 3, and 5 for SLRPP. The K -nearest Neighbor number is respectively assigned to 6 and 8 for LPP and LSDA. The parameters λ 1 and λ 2 in DP-SR are respectively 0.005 and 2. The parameters ξ and λ are respectively set to be 1 and 0.5 for LRR-DP. The parameters k, γ I and γ E are respectively 10, 5 × 10 −4 and 10 −4 for LSPP.
In the experiment on CMU PIE image database, any three images each object are used to be training samples, and the remaining images each object are utilized for test samples. The parameters γ , λ, α, and β are respectively set to be 0.01, 20, 3, and 5 for SLRPP. The K -nearest Neighbor number is respectively set to 5 for LPP and LSDA. The parameters λ 1 and λ 2 are respectively 0.005 and 2.5 for DP-SR. The parameters ξ and λ are respectively 1 and 0.5 for LRR-DP. The parameters k, γ I and γ E are respectively 5, 5 × 10 −4 and 10 −4 for LSPP.
In the experiment on Yale face image database, any 5 images each object are used to be training samples, and the remaining images per object are used to act as test samples. The parameters γ , λ, α, and β are respectively set to 0.01, 20, 3, 5 and 1 for SLRPP. The K -nearest neighbor number is respectively set to 5 and 6 for LPP and LSDA. The parameters λ 1 and λ 2 in DP-SR are respectively 0.05 and 0.9. The parameters ξ and λ are respectively 1 and 0.5 for LRR-DP. The parameters k, γ I and γ E are respectively 8, 5 × 10 −4 and 10 −4 for LSPP.
In the experiment on COIL object image database, any 10 images from each object are used to be training set, and the remaining images per object are used to act as test samples. The parameters γ , λ, α, and β are respectively set to 5, 1, 5, and 5 for SLRPP. The K -nearest neighbor number is respectively set to 5 and 8 for LPP and LSDA. The parameters λ 1 and λ 2 in DP-SR are respectively 0.05 and 0.9. The parameters ξ and λ are respectively 1.5 and 0.8 for LRR-DP. The parameters k, γ I and γ E are respectively 7, 5 × 10 −4 and 10 −4 for LSPP.
In the experiment on USPS digital image database, any 30 images from each object are selected to be training samples, and the remaining images per object are used to act as test samples. The parameters γ , λ, α, and β are respectively set to 0.08, 0.5, 9, and 5 for SLRPP. The K -nearest neighbor number is respectively set to 7 and 5 for LPP and LSDA. The parameters λ 1 and λ 2 in DP-SR are respectively 0.05 and 0.9. The parameters ξ and λ are respectively 1.1 and 0.5 for LRR-DP. The parameters k, γ I and γ E are respectively 12, 5×10 −4 and 10 −4 for LSPP.
The average recognition rates of the compared methods varying with the variations of the dimensions on different image databases are respectively shown in Fig. 3-8 . The corresponding maximum average recognition rates are also tabulated in Tables 1-6 . 
C. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
According to the results presented in Fig. 3-8 and Tables ćñ-ćö, we can see that: 1) the proposed SLRPP algorithm is capable of achieving the maximal recognition rates in six public image databases, 2) the proposed SLRPP outperforms other compared algorithms irrespective of the variation of the dimensions and 3) the low-rank can well keep the global structure information of the observed samples. The sparsity can preserve the local neighborhood relationship, which is good for classification. The graph learning can capture the low-dimensional manifold structure. Linear preserving projection can get an effective low-dimensional projection space, which can automatically preserve most of the energy of data in high dimensional space. Therefore, the proposed algorithm has stronger robustness and better performance than other competitors.
D. PARAMETER SELECTION
In the proposed SLRPP method, there are four related parameters γ , λ, α, and β. In order to test how the four parameters affect the performance for the SLRPP method, we carry out experiments on AR and COIL image databases to validate the effect of these parameters for our SLRPP method. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the average recognition results of the proposed SLRPP with the parameters γ , λ, α, and β, respectively.
In terms of the results demonstrated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we can find that 1) the variations of the parameters γ and λ has little effect on the performance of the algorithm, i.e., our SLRPP is very robust against the parameters γ and λ, 2) the optimal range of the parameter α should be in the range of [4] and [10] . When the parameter α is less than 4, the performance of the proposed algorithm will drop sharply, and 3) the optimal value of the parameter β is different for different databases.
E. STUDY ON CONVERGENCE
In the proposed method, we develop an iterative updating rule to solve the objective function of the proposed SLRPP. In order to substantiate the convergence of the updating rules, we do a set of experiments on two databases. Fig. 11 shows the changes of the objective function values of our SLRPP versus the iterative number on AR image database and USPS digital image database. As illustrated, the objective function values steadily decrease as the number of iteration increases.
V. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we present a novel feature extraction method called sparse low-rank preserving projection (SLRPP) algorithm for feature extraction. In the proposed SLRPP, the lowdimensional feature representation and essential low-rank similarity structure of the observed samples are simultaneously obtained. With an alternative iteration strategy, the sparsity low-rank representation and projection learning are jointly performed for suitable feature representation and more accurate similarity structure. Fundamentally, the proposed method is optimal for sparsity low-rank representation and subspace learning simultaneously. The experimental results carried out on four public face databases, one object image set and one digital image set show the effectiveness of the proposed SLRPP method in comparison to other competitors.
